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Excerpt: .number with the words which they modify. Although pronouns do not take attributive
modifiers, they are modified as frequently as nouns by appositive and predicate adjectives: --Poor
in this world s goods, they were rich in faith. She, weary from a long day s labor, slept soundly. We
Americans are less conventional; you Frenchmen are formally polite. We all, like sheep, have gone
astray. As An appositive adjective is sometimes introduced by as, used as an appositive connective:
--They considered me as superfluous. The soldiers were accepted as sufficient. He was rejected as
not available. Note.--I. The gentle rain refreshed the thirsty flowers, rain refreshed flowers An
attributive modifier may be: --Attributive modifier An adjective, --the busy bee employs each
shining hour. A noun, --The morning stars sang together. A participle, --The dying man asked for
water. A converted adverb, --Our then dictator saw...
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This ebook is fantastic. It is actually writter in straightforward terms rather than hard to understand. Its been designed in an extremely straightforward
way and it is merely soon after i finished reading through this ebook through which in fact modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Justice Wilderman-- Justice Wilderman

This created publication is excellent. It generally does not price a lot of. You may like just how the writer create this pdf.
-- Jo Kuhlman-- Jo Kuhlman
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